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A lot of people have hobbies - most of the time, that hobby is directed by their penchant for a certain

thing; sometimes travel and exploration, sometimes food, and in other cases, crafts. However, there

are people whose hobbies consist of sinister things: some of them desire to kill women, both young

and old, children, or homosexuals. Serial killers often act unpredictably - even experts who study

them agree that there is no telling how they will react once they have completed a murder. Many of

them become perfectionists, often using the same MO throughout their killing spree and fine tuning

it to suit their tastes. Others become braver and take more risks to increase the adrenaline rush. For

others, each murder becomes more brutal than the next, while in some cases, they virtually stop -

as if their need to kill had been sated appropriately. All we can say for certain is that it is an area of

interest for many people and that many movies, books and television shows have been created in

response to this. In this book, you will learn of five people whose desire to murder was sated. Learn

how they started, why they did it, and how they were captured. If you love hearing about the twisted

minds and heinous actions of some of the world's most psychotic serial killers, then grab this

audiobook now!
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The genre of suspense always liked until now only had read fiction, but this book is of 5 real life

stories that impact and take away the dream for that reason. Knowing that at least these murderers

were captured and paid for all the evil they did, makes you feel a little more tranquil. Each story is



very well told and also touched the psychological point of view to try to understand what went

through the mind of the murderer whenever I was planning a new victim.

a very interesting and entertaining book, topics not address every writer knows, being too ecstatic to

learn a little more, I really liked the writing of the author. very dark stories where suspense, horror

and fear are the protagonists, the most important of all is that they are real stories and how a human

being can have an index of so great evil. congratulations on an excellent book

This book is very interesting because you explains how born the serial killers and which are divided

into two types: those who kill someone and quench the desire, and those who kill people becoming

a vice for them. Finally understood as the killer and what are their reasons for entering this world so

bad, are born doing harm to society in general.

This is one of the best books I've read about the topic of serial killers, and is well worth to buy. I

have read many books on serial killers and this book is the one of the best books. I really enjoyed to

read this book.This book was well written, easy to read, and easy to understand. The story line was

great and incredible. I salute the author by writing this kind of book. The main characters were very

awesome.I highly recommend this to anyone interested in this kind of content.

The author is a terrible writer and its obvious that he wrote almost all of his own reviews. For this

book, even FREE is too much. Don't waste your valuable time on this very lame and poorly written

book.
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